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The Necklace (La Parure) is a short story by Guy de Maupassant. When the necklace was first published, Maupassant had already founded its reputation as one of France's leading short story writers. The necklace was first published in the French newspaper Le Gaulois in 1884. The story has become one of maupassant's most popular works and is well
known for its twisting end. The necklace tells the story of the nineteenth-century middle-class French couple, Monsieur and Madame Mathilde Loisel. One day, Monsieur Loisel was given an invitation to prom. Madame Loisel didn't want to go because she doesn't have a dress or jewelry suitable for dancing. The clerk sacrifices her savings to buy her a dress
and suggests she borrow jewellery from her old friend Madame Jeanne Forestier. Accordingly, Madame Loisel borrows a beautiful diamond necklace from her. Dance ta, the beautiful Madame Loisel attraction, even with top officials admiring her beauty and elegance. By the early hours of the morning, the great time was up. When the couple return home,
they realize the necklace is missing. Unable to bear the embarrassment of informing Madame Forestier, Monsieur and Madame Loisel decided to replace her with the palais royal with the same diamond necklace. But the necklace is very expensive and they eventually pay 34,000 francs. Both Monsieur and Madame Loisel are having to take extra work and
live in poverty. At the end of the decade, Madame Loisel has an opportunity to tell her old friend, now older, tougher, more worn, and less elegantly tight handcrafted years of lost necklaces. MadameForestier is shocked and informs madame Loisel that her original necklace, in fact, is an imitation, ... It's not worth over 500 francs! For me, the title isn't that
catchy, but the choice fits because it's ok. Another thing I noticed was that sorting ideas was really organized. The beginning of the story was really boring, but as the story goes on, you'll start to realize that the story is really interesting. It's hard to understand something I just don't like with work is that there are so many words. But, if you read between the
lines, you get the true and true meaning of those words. This story is brilliantly planned and perfectly executed. I like the way the writer, Guy de Maupassant, gave and presented detail in the story. The plot has a throbbing quality, a see orderly increase and fall that successfully maintains readers' attention until the end. And the reader will be surprised when
he finishes reading because it's unexpected that this is the end. The ending was really amazing and perfect. Besides, by reading this, he'll notice things in life. Overall, the story was really good and interesting Guy de Maupassant's short story Pendant tells a story about Madame Mathilde Loisel, who imagines the best of life and doesn't settle for a safe,
middle-class lifestyle. The price he pays for a single evening of grace turns into years of chores and despair. This time the test stopped and maupassant is a related story today, as it wrote in the late nineteenth century. The moral lesson to be learned from the necklace is that a person will pay a lot to envy the wrong values, and it is in no way and futile for a
person to engage in appearance and materialism. The plot hero, Mathilde, begins with a description of a young lady born into a family with small vehicles and who marrys a gentleman employed as a clerk. The setting of this story is late nineteenth century France. Maupassant uses limited all-knowing narrative perspective and uses third-person narration in
this short story that gives its readers an intimate glimpse into Mathilde's life. Using this point of view allows its readers to appreciate the changes that have occurred in its character. The narrator's tone in this piece is that sympathy for the hero has not been queasy. Mathilde's life is a simple house full of simple clothes and functional things. She has only one
maid, and her husband has a regular job. Their lifestyle is better than those held by a large part of the population in which they live, but Mathilde is dissatisfied with most of them in life. He is painted as someone who believes he deserves the life he has; please, he wants to be jealous, be attractive, then be called (1, 2). Mathilde's idea of a rich lifestyle is very
romanticized; She spends her days dreaming of a house full of expensive luxury, thin dresses and jewelry, maids and rich banquets cabinets. Mathilde just fails to appreciate the good lifestyle she and her husband share. The sight of a Breton villager doing the house work is enough to arouse regret in him (3). The shame he feels about his own finances and
social situation is something many people can understand. The difference is that most people didn't want to make the sacrifices Mathilde and her husband made for one night of pleasure. Maupassant skillfully depicts the depth of feeling of this character on stage especially throughout this story when her husband comes home with an invitation to prom.
Instead of being happy with the invitation, he mumbled it to the table (2). Maupassant goes on to explain her reaction and how she became angry and impatient with her husband. She starts crying when her husband suggests she wear her theater dress to prom. And then with a fierce effort he is able to tone the power to conquer it and responds to her
husband with a calm voice (2). Describing Mathilde's reaction to her husband, Maupassant expertly depicts Mathilde as a woman disgusted by having to wear an old dress to prom. In doing so, Maupassant actually raises the level of reader-to-reader retiness towards this character. Mathilde does not believe her own property is valuable and is even troubled
by the poverty she suffers (1). He believes people in his social class assume that things are only valuable if they're expensive. She assumes that the necklace she accidentally borrowed from her friend was made of real diamonds just because her friend was rich. It is an alien concept for owner Mathilde, who owns a piece of costume jewelry because her
friend loves the piece. Who doesn't realize that objects have value as long as only one of them gives them a reward. Mathilde believes she only buys the best because her friend is doing well financially, and that nothing she owns will be costume jewelry. So much time spends so much self-persuasion that his assets are only valuable if expensive, and he
overlooks the true value of things. This appears to be a serious mistake on his side. In search of her for materialism Mathilde ends up losing a good lifestyle to share her and her husband before the ball. Mathilde now has to live a life of effort and sacrifice to pay off her debt for the necklace, and that is the cost of her busy with arrogance. Not only does she
make life difficult for herself, but she also drags her husband through unnecessary difficulties for ten years. Instead of being honest and admitting to her friend that she lost the necklace, she and her husband replace the necklace with a necklace they think is worth it. Mathilde might have had an easier life if she'd told the truth about losing the necklace, but
she was too proud to admit her mistake. Mathilde refuses to admit the truth about the necklace, creating a situation that brings misfortune to both her and her husband. The year of hard work, physical and emotional stress takes a toll on mathilde's appearance. A positive sign that this unfortunate situation is changing her for the better is that years later she
approached Madame Forestier in the park. By allowing mathilde's character to approach her friend in this grumpy situation, Maupassant is sending a message that Mathilde is much less interested in appearance. Only when her friend tells her that the necklace is putty, Mathilde realizes her big mistake (8). This is the only place maupassant used symbolism in
his short story. Mathilde's necklace, which she associated with wealth, was found to be worthless. If she were honest, her husband could have paid her friend the 500 francs the necklace was worth. Then they wouldn't have such a hard life. Maupassant skillfully uses irony to produce a surprise end to this short story. In doing so, he tries to teach his readers
several different moral lessons. It shows its readers that Mathilde has learned to work within the constraints of poverty and has never once complained. Maupassant claims that people who survive life's misfortunes are somehow stronger and therefore take advantage of their troubles. One lesson Mathilde needs to learn is that arrogance is worthless and
people should be proud of who they are. Mathilde also needs to learn to be happy with what you have; The irony is that he lost what he had because he wasn't happy with it. There are several characters in the story that author Maupassant uses to form ideas and contribute to the meaningful flow of the story. The life of mathilde, the protagonist of the story, is
used by the author Maupassant to significantly contribute to the overall protagonist of the story. His character, his ambitions in life and his overview of various topics in life are used to bring out different themes and also help the story develop (Maupassant, p. 16). Mathilde is also used to create tension in the story. In this literary analysis, this main character
Mathilde will be discussed and the contribution that the short story 'necklace' has made in general meaning. At the beginning of the story, maupassant introduced her protagonist Mathilde as a young and beautiful lady from a very good family, and in terms of moving a higher social class (pg 1), there seems to be little change that will take place in her life. That
is enough that she is married by a clerk who cannot cater for the expensive things she wants to live a satisfactory life. Mathilde was introduced as a character with a great desire for a life she and her husband Loisel could not afford. This contributes significantly to the development of the conspiracy, since it is his behavior that eventually leads to their downfall.
It's not enough with the current situation in your life. The condition of their home tormented him, he says. The walls, the old chairs and the curtains that aren't that pretty are about her being mentally troubled. He believes he should live a better and more expensive life. The things that will make you appreciated by so many people. He is so obsessed with waste
thinking about it then and energy with thoughts of a better and more expensive lifestyle. She thinks about how her house will be with expensive furniture and many clothes and jewelry herself. We found out you were very uncomfortable. her rich friend Madame Forestier, because every time she does this, her life is thraught with moments of pain and intense
pain (Bloom pg59). Because he compares his rich friend to his impoverished life and because he is filled with jealousy and jealousy he cannot afford to live like his friend and yet he is the kind of life he dreams of. Mathilde lives a life of fantasy and complete detachment from reality. In the end, she learns to covet how futile she can't afford, because the
thoughts expressed by this young lady help the building up to the plot of this kind of story. It's ironic that Mathilde likes what she doesn't have (Maupassant, p. 23). She says she likes jewelry and clothes, but she doesn't really have any of them. The reason you long to have these things so much is because of an evil reason. He says he would love to have
these things so he can be envied by a lot of people. The way Mathilde and her husband belong to the middle class shows that they are not very poor and can meet the basic needs of life. His desire and obsession with more wealth only shows how materialistic he is and the desire to hour him for more wealth he can't get. The author even shows that they will
be envied by other people who belong to a lower social class than him, like his servant, but Mathilde is only interested in achieving his selfish ambition in life. The desire to have more and especially what she cannot afford even brings problems for her innocent husband. The onset of Mathilde's problems begins in the evening when her trouble husband arrives
home with the news that she has been invited to accompany him for a rare opportunity organized by the education ministry. Her reaction to the news is one her husband didn't expect. She is very upset because she doesn't have a new and expensive dress to wear on that occasion. In her efforts by her husband she has no fruit to convince her to wear an old
but beautiful dress. He sacrifices the money he saved to buy a gun to meet his wife's demand for a new dress. The husband is portrayed as a person who blindly follows his wife's demands without looking at the long-term effects of such decisions. He already fails to act as a guide for his wife, who is already blinded by his strong desire to get more into that
eye. His wife's emotional reaction when she was told to wear the dress she normally wears in the theatre shows how obsessed she is with living a high-class life. The husband seems impossible to satisfy, persuaded to give up something very important to please his wife because after that he still wants a necklace. Mathilde cares very little about her husband.
She is very selfish and worried about her fulfillment even about her own interests a little savings. He is not too careful not to harm others as he follows his desire for more wealth. Instead of being grateful to her husband for what he has already provided her, she complains that her husband unable to do it to make her happy. Therefore, he lives a very unhappy
life full of struggles that can be avoided if he is satisfied with his current situation and trying to improve his life. What's more, he just says he deserves everything he's spent so much time dreaming about, but ironically, he does nothing to get them. After her husband offers to buy her the dress she requested to attend the prom, she complains again that she
does not have a necklace and threatens not to accompany her husband if she does not get a necklace. Because her husband can't afford to buy her a necklace at that moment, she suggests he borrow it from his wealthy friend. Given the variety to choose from, she then consented to someone who looks like a diamond to discover that there are no real
diamonds. She is very happy that the most important things in her life are both dresses and necklaces because she is going to impress people during the ball. Although he achieved what he always yearned for that night, what he lost was a greater greatness than this short-lived success. The necklace disappears on the way home despite her husband's
efforts to get her back. When they realize that the necklace has disappeared forever, they replace the necklace with another option that appears to be that they have lost it. They subject to a lot of debts as they try to raise the amount needed to buy a real diamond necklace. The husband sacrifices a lot for the sake of his selfish wife, who cares little for his
interests. Mathilde's weakness in envying more wealth is the biggest mistake she's ever made. As a result of her actions and desires, there is disaster not only for her, but also for her husband. He's just losing everything because of a night of pleasure. The youngster crawls most of his life to pay off his debts when they decide to buy Madame Forestier an
expensive necklace instead of just saying she lost the original necklace. Fusco (pg 28) notes that this event helps reveal his proud nature. She finds it very difficult to confess and perhaps apologize to her wealthy friend, who will listen to her, and will not subject her to the hard work she and her husband have had to do. The wasted years the couple had to go
through stemmed from the assumption that Mathilde's wealthy friend couldn't buy a cheap necklace, so they had to replace the fake diamond necklace with an original necklace. I've had it all day. He believed it should be expensive for something of value. When Mathilde and Madame Forestier reunite after a long time, exactly ten years later, Madame
Forestier does not recognize her old friend Mathilde. She's old, and her first beauty isn't there anymore. He lost almost everything that made him beautiful because of his ten years of hard work. Madame Forestier is still elegant and young and her old friend Mathilde pities. Maupassant uses the necklace to show Mathilde's completely false belief, symbolically
very impressed. From the beginning he thought it should be expensive for something of value. She discovers that unfortunately she is not worthy of the necklace she thought was too expensive and great value. In fact, if he had confronted his friend and explained his case, the couple could have repayed the necklace without mussh strain because they had
enough money to pay Madame Forestier. Lessons learned from Mathilde can use Mathilde as the protagonist of the story to create an ironic end that Maupassant readers did not expect. Various moral lessons can also be learned when she reads about the catastrophe caused by Mathilde and her husband. The character of Mathilde changed drastically at the
end of the story compared to when the reader first encountered him at the beginning of the story. He no longer complains about life and wants more wealth as he did at the beginning. He learned to live within his means, even though he was poorer than the beginning, when he whined about everything in his life and still had enough to keep him going. His
troubles seem to have taught him a valuable lesson in life, and he even seems stronger than before. He learns how easy it is to lose what you have because of greed and dissatisfy. Conclusion The question that arises at the end of the story, the accusation that 'who is to blame for the misery this couple finds in?' does not seem to belong only to Mathilde
because of her irrationality in thought and action. I wish she was more enthusiastic about her desires and would take time before acting on her wishes, perhaps her life and her husband would have appeared to be better. She's ruining her whole life and her husband for one night of pleasure. Everyone at the prom feels good when they're jealous of her, and
she doesn't care about her husband when the opportunity comes. The author says the husband has been sitting with three other men for several hours since midnight because their wives left them and went to have fun alone. In the long run, Mathilde's life becomes worse than the beginning, when she could afford to live a decent life. That they can no longer
rent a house after borrowing money to replace the necklace. That's why he has to do all the work alone. This heavy work robs her of her strength and beauty. Mathilde and her husband Loisel may not deserve the life they find themselves in because of their greed and jealousy. The husband cannot foresee the danger that lies ahead before deciding to take



any action. The story says that when borrowing money for the necklace, she puts her signature on it, not caring what she signs. Mathilde is seen as the cause of all her misfortunes, but her husband contributes to it. This family is fully responsible for this family's suffering. Quotes From Bloom, Harold. Guy de Maupassant: Bloom's great short story writers.
New York: Infobase Publishing, 2004. Fusco, Richard. Maupassant and the American Short Story: The Influence of Form at the Turn of the Century. Pennsylvania: Penn State Press, 1994. Maupassant, Guy. Necklace. Washington: Dramatic Publishing, 1969.
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